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A search for high-energy neutrinos was performed using data collected by the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory from May 2009 to May 2010, when the array was running in its 59-string configuration.
The data sample was optimized to contain muon neutrino induced events with a background con-
tamination of atmospheric muons of less than 1%. These data, which are dominated by atmospheric
neutrinos, are analyzed with a global likelihood fit to search for possible contributions of prompt
atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos, neither of which have yet been identified. Such signals are
expected to follow a harder energy spectrum than conventional atmospheric neutrinos. In addition,
the zenith angle distribution differs for astrophysical and atmospheric signals. A global fit of the
reconstructed energies and directions of observed events is performed, including possible neutrino
flux contributions for an astrophysical signal and atmospheric backgrounds as well as systematic
uncertainties of the experiment and theoretical predictions. The best fit yields an astrophysical
signal flux for νµ + ν¯µ of E
2 · Φ(E) = 0.25 · 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, and a zero prompt compo-
nent. Although the sensitivity of this analysis for astrophysical neutrinos surpasses the Waxman
and Bahcall upper bound, the experimental limit at 90% confidence level is a factor of 1.5 above at
a flux of E2 · Φ(E) = 1.44 · 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1.
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I. INTRODUCTION
High-energy neutrinos are believed to be ideal cosmic
messenger particles in order to discover the enigmatic
sources of high-energy cosmic rays. They are generated
from the weak decay of charged mesons, in particular
3pions and kaons produced in hadronic interactions in,
or close to, the sources. In generic scenarios [1–3] these
neutrinos are expected to exhibit the same hard energy
spectrum as the accelerated parent particles, yielding a
typical differential spectrum Φ(E) ∝ E−2.
To date, no cosmic high-energy neutrino sources have
been found [4]. This motivates the complementary ap-
proach of a search for a diffuse flux of astrophysical neu-
trinos [5]. A cumulative flux is composed of the inte-
grated flux of all neutrino sources and could be detected
even if the individual source fluxes are below the detec-
tion threshold, as long as the source population is large.
Such a scenario is in particular imaginable for extragalac-
tic sources, e.g. Active Galactic Nuclei, which are among
the candidate sources of ultra high-energy cosmic rays
and could produce a detectable neutrino signal in the
energy region between 10 TeV and 10 PeV [1, 2].
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is sensitive to dif-
fuse fluxes of high-energy neutrinos of different flavors
[9–12] and has recently reported evidence for high-energy
extraterrestrial neutrinos [11]. The analysis presented
here searches for a diffuse astrophysical neutrino signal of
high-energy upward-going muon tracks with the 59-string
configuration, as previously done with smaller detector
configurations [12]. These analyses are mostly sensitive
to charged-current interactions of muon neutrinos in the
energy regime from a few TeV to several tens of PeV.
A small sensitivity to charged-current interactions of tau
neutrinos remains via taus decaying into muons. The
field of view of these analyses is restricted to upward-
going neutrinos in order to reject the dominant back-
ground of atmospheric muons (see section II).
The main background to this search is the flux of atmo-
spheric neutrinos, which is produced in cosmic-ray inter-
actions with the Earth’s atmosphere. The conventional
atmospheric muons and neutrinos are produced in the de-
cay of charged pions and kaons. Their energy spectrum
is about one power steeper than the spectrum of the par-
ent cosmic rays at Earth, due to the energy dependent
competition between meson decay and interaction in the
atmosphere. It is a power law with a spectral index of
typically γ = 3.7.
An additional atmospheric component is the flux of
prompt atmospheric neutrinos: such neutrinos are pro-
duced in the decay of heavier mesons containing a charm
quark. The cross sections for their production are small
and therefore their contribution is only relevant at higher
energies, where the conventional component is supressed
below this level [8, 13, 14]. These heavy mesons have
such short lifetimes that they immediately decay, rather
than interact, which causes prompt neutrinos to follow
the energy spectrum of the parent cosmic rays. They are
a background for astrophysical neutrino searches at high
energies, and have not yet been experimentally identi-
fied. Theoretical predictions of absolute fluxes are highly
uncertain, mainly due to uncertainties in the parton dis-
tribution functions at very small values of Bjorken−x,
which cannot be measured by collider experiments.
The different energy spectra of astrophysical, prompt
and conventional atmospheric neutrinos are the main cri-
teria for distinguishing the different components in the
neutrino data sample measured with IceCube. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the expected energy and
zenith angle distributions for the neutrino event selection
used here (see section II).
An additional criterion is the zenith angle dependence:
conventional atmospheric neutrinos exhibit a character-
istic distribution with a maximum at the horizon. The
reason is the angle dependent pathlengths of their parent
mesons in the atmosphere, which determine their proba-
bility to decay and produce neutrinos before reaching the
detector. As mentioned above, the mesons which produce
prompt atmospheric neutrinos decay immediately, and
therefore the prompt neutrinos are almost isotropically
distributed. Assuming an isotropic distribution of astro-
physical sources, the observed zenith angle distribution of
astrophysical events is modified by the detector angular
acceptance and the energy dependent absorption proba-
bility of neutrinos inside the Earth, which increases with
energy. The absorption effect is stronger for astrophysical
neutrinos than for prompt and conventional atmospheric
neutrinos, due to their harder energy spectrum.
The connection between cosmic rays and astrophysi-
cal neutrinos permits an estimation of an upper bound
for such a diffuse neutrino flux. The normalization of
the neutrino flux to the observed cosmic-ray flux un-
der the assumption of optimistic parameters for the
efficiency of hadronic neutrino production in optically
thin sources without re-acceleration of decaying parent
particles leads to an upper bound of E2ν · Φ(Eν) ∼
10−8GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 as calculated by Waxman and
Bahcall [15, 16]. Other model predictions for diffuse neu-
trino fluxes are based on the observed photon flux at dif-
ferent wavelengths from different experiments and can be
above or below this upper bound (see section V). The
analysis presented in this paper reaches a sensitivity be-
low the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the IceCube detector and the selection of upward-going
muon neutrino events. The likelihood fit, which was cho-
sen as an analysis method, and the treatment of system-
atic uncertainties in this fit are explained in sections III
and IV. Section V presents and discusses the results and
the conclusion in section VI summarizes and compares
to other analyses.
II. ICECUBE DETECTOR AND DATA
SELECTION
IceCube is a neutrino detector located at the geo-
graphic South Pole [17]. In neutrino interactions with nu-
clei, secondary particles are produced, which travel faster
than the speed of light in the Antarctic ice and threre-
fore emit Cherenkov light. These photons are detected
by optical sensors deployed in the Antarctic ice. In the
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FIG. 1. Distribution of primary neutrino energies and zenith angles for conventional atmospheric [6, 7], prompt atmospheric
[8] and astrophysical νµ + νµ expected in the runtime of 348.1 days, folded with the detection efficiency of this analysis. Note,
the flux normalization of the latter two are multiplied by factors of 200 and 500 for better visibility in the right figure.
final detector configuration, the digital optical modules
(DOMs) are arranged on 86 vertical strings of 60 sensors
each spread over depths between 1450 and 2450 m with
vertical distances of 17 m between sensors. Seventy-eight
strings have a horizontal spacing of about 125 m and span
a hexagon of a surface area of roughly 1 km2. A further
eight strings together with the seven surrounding Ice-
Cube strings form the more densely instrumented central
DeepCore detector[18]. The IceCube detector was com-
pleted in December 2010. The analysis presented here
was performed with data taken between May 2009 and
May 2010, when IceCube was still under construction and
consisted of 59 strings.
The digital optical modules contain a photomulti-
plier tube (PMT) housed in a borosilicate glass pressure
sphere. The PMT quantum efficiency as well as the trans-
parency of the glass and the optical gel make the module
most sensitive to wavelengths in the ultraviolet and blue
regions [19]. This is optimal for the Cherenkov radiation
filtered through Antarctic ice. If a trigger condition is
fulfilled, the recorded waveforms are digitized and trans-
ferred to the surface. The quantities, which are extracted
from the measured waveforms of each DOM, are the total
number and arrival times of PMT photo-electron pulses,
corresponding to the detected Cherenkov photons (see
Fig. 2). This information is used for the reconstruction
of the direction and estimation of the energy of the sec-
ondary particles, which is highly correlated to the initial
neutrino direction and energy [20–22].
The typical trigger condition for high-energy neutrino
analyses in IceCube requires at least eight sensors record-
ing light within a time window of 5µs. The trigger-
ing sensors must be in a local coincidence with either
of their neighboring or next-to-nearest neighboring sen-
sors. Most of the triggers come from atmospheric muons,
which are produced in cosmic-ray air showers in the
Earth atmosphere and are the main background in the
search for neutrinos. With the 59-string configuration,
the trigger rate for atmospheric muons was 1500 Hz and
initially outnumbered the rate of atmospheric neutrino-
induced tracks by more than five orders of magnitude
(see Tab. II). A significant contribution to the atmo-
spheric muon trigger rate comes from muons from coin-
cident but independent air showers (coincident muons),
which are particulary challenging to identify. The analy-
sis requires a neutrino sample with a very low background
contamination of atmospheric muons while retaining as
many high-energy neutrino events as possible. It is op-
timized for the detection of through-going muons origi-
nating from muon neutrino charged-current interactions,
which cause a track-like signature in the detector. The
separation of neutrino-induced events from atmospheric
muons is based on several steps: in the online-processing
at the South Pole, potentially interesting events are se-
lected and transmitted to the data-center in the North via
satellite. During the oﬄine-processing, more advanced
reconstructions are performed and the data stream is fur-
ther reduced through a pre-selection of highly energetic
tracks. A high-purity muon neutrino sample is finally
obtained through a series of quality cuts on reconstruc-
tion quality parameters. These steps are described in the
following paragraphs.
5At the South Pole, isolated noise pulses are excluded
from the reconstruction. An online filter criterion opti-
mized for track-like signatures reduces the data stream
and selects high-energy muon candidate events. It re-
quires a minimum amount of detected total charge and
a minimum quality of a likelihood track reconstruction.
The rejection of atmospheric muons takes advantage of
the fact that muons are absorbed in matter, while neutri-
nos are able to traverse the Earth and are the only parti-
cles arriving at the detector from below. Therefore, the
filter criteria depend on the result of a fast first-guess an-
gular reconstruction algorithm (Linefit) and are stronger
for downward-going than for upward-going events. When
transmitted to the North, atmospheric muons still dom-
inate the neutrinos by a factor 104.
During the oﬄine-processing, further reconstructions,
in particular an iterative likelihood fit including the num-
ber of detected photons (MPE likelihood), are performed.
Before this reconstruction, the event’s hit pattern is
searched for subsets of causally connected pulses in order
to remove remaining noise pulses and to identify pulses
from coincident particles. For . 50% of the events, sub-
sets of pulses are found which are not causally connected
with the main cluster of pulses. These pulses are ig-
nored during that reconstruction. As a pre-selection of
high-energy neutrino events, the field of view of the anal-
ysis is completely restricted to the upward-going region
with zenith angles θ > 90◦ (MPE fit). Additionally, a
minimum number of hit sensors sufficiently close enough
to the reconstructed track hypothesis to observe unscat-
tered secondary photons is required.
The high-level event selection is developed through
a comparison of Monte Carlo generated neutrino event
signatures and atmospheric muon signatures. Neutrino
events are generated and propagated through the Earth
to a region surrounding the detector where their interac-
tions in the rock and ice are simulated [23]. Neutrino-
induced muons are then tracked into and through the
detector taking account of stochastic and continuous en-
ergy losses [24]. Cherenkov light from charged particles is
propagated to the optical modules [25] taking account of
scattering and absorption in the ice [26, 27]. Finally, the
generation of the signal as a function of time in the opti-
cal module is also simulated in detail. The background of
atmospheric muons is simulated with the air shower sim-
ulation software CORSIKA [28] and from there on their
simulation is passed through the same simulation chain
as the neutrinos.
Generated neutrino events are re-weighted to a pri-
mary astrophysical or atmospheric neutrino spectrum of
choice. In this analysis, the baseline model to describe
the incoming flux of conventional atmospheric neutrinos
is based on the model HKKMS07 [6]. The calculations
in Refs. [6, 29] extend only to Eν = 10 TeV. In pre-
vious IceCube analyses [12, 30] these results have been
extrapolated to higher energy by fitting a standard pa-
FIG. 2. Event view of the highest-energy neutrino event
observed in this analysis. The grey dots mark IceCube
DOMs. DOMs hit by photons are shown in color. The
color code indicates the photon arrival time with red col-
ors marking early times and blue colors standing for late
times. The radius of the DOMs correlates with the ob-
served charge. The reconstructed zenith angle of this event
is 91.2◦± 0.1◦ and the reconstructed, truncated muon energy
loss is log(dE/dx [GeV/m]) = 1.37 within the detection vol-
ume. Assuming the best-fit energy spectrum from this anal-
ysis (see Fig. 4), this event most likely originated from a neu-
trino of energy 500TeV-1PeV, producing a muon that passed
through the detector with an energy of about 400 TeV.
rameteriztion [31]
Φ(Eν) ' Φ0 · E−γν ·(
Apiν
1 +BpiνEν cos(θ∗)/pi
+
AKν
1 +BKνEν cos(θ∗)/K
)
(1)
to the published neutrino calculations below 10 TeV. In
this equation, θ∗ is the zenith angle where the neutri-
nos are produced, taking account of the curvature of the
Earth [32]. The parameters Φ0, A and B are free fit
parameters, the spectral index is γ = 2.7, and the criti-
cal energies are pi = 115 GeV and K = 850 GeV. Such
an extrapolation does not account for the knee in which
the overall spectrum of the cosmic rays becomes steeper
between 1 and 10 PeV.
This analysis extends to PeV neutrino energies and
therefore the steepening at the knee has to be accounted
for. Since neutrino production occurs at the level of in-
teractions of individual nucleons and mesons, a parame-
terization of the evolution of the elemental composition
through the knee region is needed. Two different param-
eterizations, H3a of Ref. [7] and a modified version of the
poly-gonato parameterization [33] in which its galactic
6component is supplemented with an extragalactic com-
ponent of the form of Ref. [7], are considered. The effect
of the knee is implemented by folding the yield of neu-
trinos per primary nucleon with the primary spectrum
of nucleons, as described in the Appendix. The prompt
atmospheric neutrino flux is estimated according to the
prediction by Enberg et al. (ERS08) [8] as a baseline
model, which has also been modified at high-energies to
take into account the cosmic-ray flux parameterizations
of H3a and poly-gonato (see Appendix).
After the oﬄine-processing and the pre-selection of
high-energy upward-going tracks, the remaining back-
grounds are mis-reconstructed events, often caused by
coincident muons or muons passing outside the instru-
mented volume, which, despite being truly downward-
going, are reconstructed as upward-going. Such back-
ground events are removed by selecting only upward-
going events of high oﬄine-reconstruction quality. This
is accomplished through selecting on conditions on a
number of parameters. The parameters are described in
Ref. [20, 34] and have their origin in five different ways of
identifying events which are likely to have been poorly re-
constructed. These parameters and the selection criteria
are listed below and summarized in Tab. I.
1. The upward-going condition, θ > 90◦, is required
to be satisfied for the zenith angles found in the two
angular reconstruction algorithms, MPE likelihood
fit and Linefit.
2. A minimum track reconstruction quality is required
based on the reduced negative log-likelihood at the
minimum rlogl = − logL/(Nch − 5), where Nch is
the number of hit sensors in the event. Addition-
ally, the angular error estimation of the MPE likeli-
hood fit σparaboloid has to be smaller than 5
◦. Direc-
tional consistency between the two reconstruction
algorithms, MPE likelihood fit and Linefit, is re-
quired through a condition that the difference be-
tween the zenith angles obtained from each algo-
rithm ψ satisfies ψ ≤ 15◦.
3. The rejection of mis-reconstructed atmospheric
muons is improved by a cut on the likelihood ra-
tio of the reconstructed solution to a second re-
construction which is forced to a downward-going
track and in which the likelihood is weighted with
a Bayesian prior describing the probability that a
downward-going muon is expected at that recon-
structed zenith angle. In addition, individual re-
constructions are performed on the hit pattern split
in half based on geometry or time. All reconstruc-
tions of each split hit pattern have to fulfill θ > 80◦.
4. In order to guarantee a matching between the track
hypothesis and the measured hit pattern, a mini-
mum number of direct hits Ndir, i.e. pulses that are
recorded within a time window of −15 to 75 ns of
the geometrically expected arrival time and there-
fore attributed to unscattered photons, is required.
Further, the direct length Ldir, which is determined
by the projection of the direct hits on the recon-
structed track, has to exceed a certain minimum
length. Additionally, these direct hits have to occur
continuously along the reconstructed track, quan-
tified by the smoothness variable Sdir.
5. Background events, which may pass above or be-
low the detector and are very hard to reconstruct
in direction and energy, are rejected by the require-
ment that the position of the center of gravity of
hit optical modules in the vertical direction (zCOG)
is not at the top or bottom of the detector.
The passing efficiencies are summarized in Tab. II. The
data selection was optimized keeping the signal region of
the experimental data blind in order to avoid introducing
a bias in the analysis. The signal region is defined as the
5% of events with the highest reconstructed energy loss.
As listed in Tab. II, the final experimental data sam-
ple consists of 21943 events acquired within a total live-
time of 348.1 days. The sample is expected to be domi-
nated by conventional atmospheric neutrinos with an ex-
pected number of 21844 events based on the HKKMS07
model, including the modification of the H3a cosmic-
ray flux parameterization. The expected number of
prompt neutrinos is 91 for the model ERS08 modified
to correspond to the H3a cosmic-ray flux parameteri-
zation. An astrophysical flux (νµ + ντ ) at the level of
the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound would correspond to
about 50 events in this data sample. The contamina-
tion of background from misreconstructed atmospheric
muons in this event selection is estimated from simu-
lations. These calculations find a neutrino purity of
99.85%±0.06% (stat.) ±0.04% (sys.), corresponding to a
muon background of about 30 events. As these muons are
rather low in energy they are not included in the further
analysis.
The angular and energy resolution of events in the fi-
nal event selection are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. Ninety
percent of the conventional atmospheric neutrinos are re-
constructed within 3◦ of their true direction and 50%
within 1◦. As more energetic tracks deposit more light
in the optical sensors, the resolution is better for the
harder energy spectrum than for atmospheric neutrinos.
A reconstruction of the neutrino energy is challenging
because the detector only observes the deposited energy
loss for a throughgoing muon [22]. This reconstruction
is based on the measurement of the amount of light de-
posited along the track [21]. In this algorithm the 40% of
the DOMs with the largest measured charge have been
removed for the energy loss estimation (truncated en-
ergy loss). This leads to an underestimation of the total
energy loss, however this observable is less sensitive to
stochastic fluctuations in the energy loss. Figure 4 shows
that the reconstructed truncated energy loss is well cor-
related to the true muon energy loss. This reconstructed
energy loss is further correlated to the total muon en-
ergy, which is further correlated to the initital neutrino
7TABLE I. List of event selection criteria and corresponding passing efficiencies. The passing efficiencies are given with respect to
the previous step. The astrophysical neutrino flux is estimated assuming an E−2 power law, and the conventional atmospheric
neutrino flux is based on the prediction by Honda et al. (HKKMS07) [6] including the modification of the H3a cosmic-ray flux
parameterization [7].
group selection criterion Passing efficiencies
atms. µ (coincident) astrophysical conv. atms. νµ
1
θ (MPE) > 90◦ 95% (95%) 98% 97%
θ (Linefit) > 90◦ 65% (57%) 92% 91%
rlogl < 11 33% (42%) 93% 75%
2 σparaboloid < 5◦ 19% (37%) 77% 67%
ψ (Linefit, MPE) < 15◦ 39% (49%) 90% 92%
3
log
( LSPE
LBayesian
)
> 29 22% (30%) 89% 67%
min(θgeo1, θgeo2, θtime1, θtime2) > 80
◦ 3% (2%) 84% 67%
Ndir > 6 3% (2%) 97% 94%
4 Ldir > 250 m 93% (91%) 98% 97%
|Sdir| < 0.45 30% (43%) 97% 96%
5 −450 m < zCOG < 400 m 87% (96%) 96% 97%
TABLE II. Measured and expected event rates in Hz for the IceCube 59-string data stream with a total livetime of 348.1 days.
Atmospheric muon background expectations are based on CORSIKA simulation. Predictions for conventional atmospheric
neutrinos are based on the prediction by Honda et al. (HKKMS07) [6] including the modification of the H3a cosmic-ray flux
parameterization [7] and scaled to the best-fit nuisance parameters obtained later in this analysis (see section V). The prompt
atmospheric neutrino flux given in the table corresponds to the prediction ERS08 [8] and has also been modified based on the
H3a parameterization.
experimental atms. µ astrophysical conv. atms. νµ prompt atms. νµ
data CORSIKA νµ (νµ + ντ ) HKKMS07 + H3a ERS08 + H3a
total (coincident) 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 · E−2 best fit + H3a
trigger level [Hz] 1.5 · 103 1.4 · 103 2.4 · 10−2
satellite transmitted [Hz] 35.2 30.2 8 · 10−3
at final level [Hz] 7.3 · 10−4 9.6 · 10−7 (7.0 · 10−7 ) 1.5 · 10−6 (1.7 · 10−6 ) 7.2 · 10−4 3.0 · 10−6
#ν at final level in 348 days 21943 29 (21) 46 (50) 21844 91
energy. The uncertainty of this relation increases with
energy due to the stochastic nature of energy loss pro-
cesses, and due to the fact that neutrinos may produce
high-energy muons far from the detector which will be
recorded with lower energy after travelling through the
rock and ice.
The detection efficiency of a data sample can be ex-
pressed in terms of an effective area Aeff. For a neutrino
flux arriving at the Earth’s surface Φ(Eν), the mean rate
R of neutrino events within a solid angle Ω and an energy
interval ∆Eν is proportional to this area:
R =
∫
dΩ
∫
∆Eν
dEνAeff(Eν , θ)Φ(Eν , θ). (2)
The effective area for this data sample is shown in Fig. 5.
Overall, the effective area increases with energy. How-
ever, at very high energies, neutrinos are absorbed inside
the Earth. This reduces the effective area in particular
for vertically upward-going events. High-energy neutri-
nos are therefore expected to arrive predominantly from
horizontal directions. The energy threshold of this anal-
ysis is around 100 GeV.
III. ANALYSIS METHOD
The expected distributions of deposited energy and
zenith direction as well as their correlation differ for as-
trophysical, prompt and conventional neutrino signals.
The two-dimensional probability density functions, de-
rived from simulation, are displayed in Fig. 6. In order
to identify potential signal components among the back-
ground of conventional atmospheric neutrinos, the final
neutrino data sample, which is shown in Fig. 7, is ana-
lyzed with a global likelihood fit, determining a best-fit
contribution of each component that is statistically con-
sistent with the observed experimental data.
The likelihood L is the product of likelihoods Lij for all
bins i, j in energy and zenith angle. The likelihood formu-
lation chosen here is a conditional likelihood taking into
account that both experimental and simulation data con-
sist of finite statistics [35]. Here, the summed content in
each bin i, j consists of dij experimentally observed data
counts, and sij simulated counts, obtained from simula-
tion with livetime different by a factor ns to the actual ex-
periment. Then, the likelihood is defined by the ratio of
the conditional binomial probabilities that the observed
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FIG. 3. The cumulative distribution of the angular resolution
for astrophysical E−2 and conventional atmospheric events
reconstructed by the MPE fit [20] obtained from Monte Carlo
simulation.
sum of simulation and data sij + dij for each bin origi-
nates from different per-bin expectations µs,ij = sij/ns
and µd,ij = dij , and the probability that they originate
from the same true values µij = µs,ij = µd,ij . This like-
lihood Lij is derived in Ref. [35] to be
Lij =
(
µij
sij/ns
)sij
·
(
µij
dij
)dij
. (3)
Maximizing this likelihood results in the per-bin expec-
tations µij which agree best with simulation and exper-
imental data. In case of weighted simulation, Eq. 3 has
to be modified according to Ref. [35]. It is shown in [35]
that for infinite simulation statistics, this likelihood con-
verges to a saturated Poissonian likelihood ratio statistic
Lij = (sij/ns)dij exp(−sij/ns)/((dij)dij exp(−dij)), test-
ing the observed data counts as originating from the ex-
act simulation predictions. However, even with a much
larger simulation statistics than experimental data, the
assumption of infinite simulation statistics is not valid for
certain regions of the two-dimensional plane (see Fig. 6).
Hence, the inclusion of the finite simulation statistics into
the likelihood formulation has been found to improve the
sensitivity of this analysis by about 10 %.
The per-event expectation µs,ij for simulation is the
sum of the astrophysical, prompt and conventional at-
mospheric neutrinos to bin (i, j)
µs,ij = Nc · pij,c +Np · pij,p +Na · pij,a, (4)
where the factors pij are defined from the probability
density functions (see Fig. 6). The normalization con-
tants Nc, Np and Na are the parameters describing signal
and background contributions to the data sample which
are derived from the fit.
This formulation is designed to mitigate the effects of
finite simulation statistics, which can appear with the
use of two-dimensional histograms. Here, this is partic-
ularly evident in the case of the atmospheric neutrino
background simulation, (leftmost plot, Fig. 6). This sim-
ulation is based on a reweighting of an E−2 source spec-
trum, and provides good statistics at lower energies, com-
pared to a choice of an E−1 based simulation, which,
while providing a better estimate of the background at
high energies, was found to provide insufficient statistics
to describe the zenith angle distribution of conventional
atmospheric neutrinos at lower energies. In future anal-
yses, a weighted combination of simulation sets will be
employed to exploit the best features of each, in partic-
ular, to improve the background estimate in the signal
region.
Systematic uncertainties play an important role in this
analysis (see section IV) and are included as nuisance pa-
rameters. These are additional fit parameters which pre-
vent a bias of the signal fit result due to systematic ef-
fects. These parameters are penalized by Gaussian prior
probabilities, which reflect the range of uncertainty, cen-
tered around the expectation value. Some systematic
uncertainties, e.g. the assumed cosmic-ray parameteriza-
tion, cannot be easily parameterized as continuous free
fit parameters. In such cases, the corresponding uncer-
tainty is still taken into account, as a discrete nuisance
parameter. Then, the fit is repeated with all discrete
settings of the respective systematic uncertainty and the
global likelihood maximum is chosen as the best fit. This
implementation of nuisance parameters allows the data
to constrain these combined effects while simultaneously
fitting for possible signals. However, concurrent with the
goal of achieving a highly unbiased result for the physics
parameters, we note that these nuisance parameters can
be highly correlated in their effect on the fitted observ-
ables and thus their resulting fit values cannot necessarily
be interpreted individually as a measured physical value.
IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The determination of a possible signal component
through the likelihood fit is based on the comparison
of experimental data to simulation and therefore relies
on a precise and well understood simulation of signal
and background neutrinos. Systematic uncertainties,
which affect the efficiency of the selection in the two-
dimensional distribution of reconstructed energy loss and
arrival direction, are therefore critical. As a prerequisite,
all quality criteria, described in section II, have been
studied individually to check their agreement between
simulation and experiment and their robustness against
known systematic uncertainties.
The relevant systematic uncertainties can be grouped
into two different categories: the first category (I) is
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FIG. 4. Correlation between the truncated energy loss of the muon reconstructed with the algorithm Truncated Energy [21] and
the true energy loss of the muon (left), the muon energy when entering the detector (middle) and the primary neutrino energy
(right) obtained from Monte Carlo. The spectral shape assumed in these plots is the best-fit superposition of atmospheric and
astrophysical neutrino fluxes from this analysis. Each column has been normalized individually to 1 for a better visibility of
the reconstruction uncertainties.
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FIG. 5. Neutrino effective area averaged for νµ and νµ of the
final event selection for different zenith bands.
neutrino detection uncertainties and includes uncertain-
ties in the simulation of neutrinos, their interaction and
production of secondary particles, propagation in the
detection volume, and detector response. The second
group (II) consists of uncertainties in the theoretical
prediction of energy and zenith angle distributions of
atmospheric background neutrinos, such as the nor-
malization, spectral index and knee of the cosmic-ray
spectrum and the pion-kaon ratio in air showers.
I. Neutrino detection uncertainties
• Optical efficiency of the detector
The optical efficiency includes all uncertainties con-
cerning light production and light detection in
the detector. These are the number of produced
Cherenkov photons for each propagating charged
particle, in particular muons, the overall optical
transparency of the ice, the ice properties inside
the re-frozen holes around IceCube strings, the pho-
ton detection efficiency of the photomultipliers, the
photon detection efficiency of the total optical mod-
ule including glass and gel transparency, i.e. its ef-
fective aperture, and the shadowing of photons by
detector components, i.e. cables and the mu-metal
grids. All these factors influence how bright a simu-
lated neutrino appears in the detector. The bright-
ness of an event is the basic information for every
energy reconstruction and therefore the uncertainty
of the optical efficiency results in an uncertainty on
the reconstructed energy scale. Additionally, it af-
fects the normalization and slope of the energy loss
distribution, as shown in Fig. 8. The effect has
been parameterized and is implemented as a con-
tinuous nuisance parameter assuming a Gaussian
uncertainty of 15%.
• Neutrino-nucleon cross sections
The influence of uncertainties in the differential
neutrino-nucleon cross sections on the observables
of this analysis is estimated through a compari-
son of neutrino simulations with different cross sec-
tions models [36–38]. While the differences between
these models are energy dependent, the effect on
the observables is marginal and correlated to other
uncertainties. It is therefore neglected here (see
Tab. III).
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FIG. 7. Reconstructed 2-dimensional distribution of trun-
cated energy loss and zenith angle for the final event selection
with 21943 events.
• Uncertainties on muon energy loss processes
The dominant energy loss processes in the energy
range of this analysis are bremsstrahlung, pair pro-
duction, and photo-nuclear interactions. Theoret-
ical uncertainties are 2% for bremsstrahlung and
2.3% for pair production [24]. The uncertainties
for photo-nuclear interactions are of the order of 5%
[24, 39], but photo-nuclear interactions contribute
less to the total energy energy loss of the muon than
bremsstrahlung. Neutrino simulations with varied
cross sections of the order of the given uncertain-
ties showed no significant effect on the observables.
Expected effects are correlated to other uncertain-
ties and the uncertainty is therefore neglected here
(see Tab. III).
• Optical properties of Antarctic ice
Photons produced by secondary particles in the de-
tection volume are subject to scattering and ab-
sorption during propagation to the DOMs. The
optical properties of the Antarctic ice have been
estimated using calibration light sources inside the
ice following two approaches [26, 27] and show a
spatial dependence in particular in the vertical di-
rection. The influence on the observables due to
both ice models (SPICE Mie, WHAM!) is not pa-
rameterizable in terms of fundamental parameters
and the ice model is therefore taken into account
as a discrete nuisance parameter. The overall in-
fluence of the ice model uncertainty is found to be
largely correlated to the flux normalization and the
spectral index.
II. Atmospheric neutrino flux uncertainties
• Flux normalization
The uncertainty on the normalization of the con-
ventional atmospheric neutrino background is as-
sumed to be about 30% [6]. It is implemented as
a continuous nuisance parameter with a Gaussian
constraint on the conventional flux of atmospheric
neutrinos. The prompt neutrino flux normalization
is not constrained, because it is treated as a signal
parameter.
• Knee of the cosmic-ray spectrum
The characteristic shape of the all-particle cosmic-
ray energy spectrum with a break at the knee with
an energy of 3 PeV is caused by the superposition
of the spectra of different nuclei. The neutrino
fluxes based on the cosmic-ray parameterizations
H3a and poly-gonato (see Appendix) change the at-
mospheric background expectation in a non-trivial
way (see Fig. 13 in the Appendix): the neutrino flux
11
TABLE III. Summary of systematic uncertainties and their implementation into this analysis. For continous parameters
constraints are implemented as a Gaussian prior around the default value with a standard deviation σ.
uncertainty effect on observables correlated with implementation default value constraint
optical efficiency
shape of energy dist. flux normalization
continuous 1.0 σ = ±0.15
norm. of energy and zenith dist. spectral index
neutrino-nucleon marginal effect on slope and norm. of
optical efficiency
neglected
cross sections energy and zenith distributions
spectral index
flux normalization
muon energy loss marginal effect on slope and norm. of
optical efficiency
neglected
cross sections energy and zenith distributions
spectral index
flux normalization
ice model
slope and norm. of energy flux normalization
discrete
SPICE Mie/
and zenith distribution spectral index WHAM!
flux normalization
norm. of energy and optical efficiency
continuous 1.0 σ = ±0.3
zenith angle distributions spectral index (weakly)
knee of the slope of energy dist.
spectral index discrete
H3a/
cosmic-ray spectrum minor effect on zenith angle poly-gonato
change in cosmic-ray slope of energy dist. optical efficiency
continuous ∆γ = 0 σ = ±0.1
spectral index minor effect on zenith angle flux normalization (weakly)
pion-kaon ratio
slopes of energy and
continuous 1.0 σ = ±0.1
zenith angle distributions
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FIG. 8. The truncated energy loss distribution of events in
the final event selection in comparison to simulations of con-
ventional atmospheric neutrinos (HKKMS07 + H3a) with dif-
ferent settings for the optical efficiency.
expectation increases towards higher energies but
is strongly reduced at highest energies due to the
cosmic-ray knee. The different cosmic-ray spectra
are implemented into the fit as a discrete nuisance
parameter.
• Cosmic-ray spectral index
Since conventional and prompt atmospheric neutri-
nos are produced by cosmic rays hitting the atmo-
sphere, their energy spectrum directly depends on
the energy spectrum of cosmic rays. As discussed
above, the cosmic-ray nucleon spectrum, which is
not a simple power law, is relevant for the neutrino
flux estimation. The overall uncertainty on the
spectral index is implemented as a continuous un-
certainty shifting the total spectrum by ∆γ relative
to the parameterizations of the cosmic-ray compo-
sition models discussed above. The constraint of
4% is estimated based on differences between es-
tablished cosmic-ray flux parameterizations [7, 33].
The sign of ∆γ is defined such that a positive value
corresponds to a softer spectrum.
• Pion-kaon ratio
The relative pion to kaon contribution to neutrino
production in air showers is the main uncertainty
affecting the zenith angle distribution. It is de-
fined here as the ratio of the integrated pion and
kaon neutrino flux contribution to the total neu-
trino flux in this data sample from Eq. 1. In the
analysis, it is implemented as a continuous nuisance
parameter with a Gaussian constraint of 10%. This
corresponds to a 3% uncertainty in the vertical to
horizontal flux ratio, which is estimated from the-
oretical calculations [6].
Many of these uncertainties are highly correlated in
their effect on the analysis observables (see Tab. III and
Fig. 9). The purpose of the implementation of these un-
certainties as nuisance parameters in the fit is to avoid the
mis-interpretation of deviations between experiment and
simulation due to these uncertainties as an astrophysical
or prompt neutrino signal. This effect has been checked
for by using simulation-based data challenges prior to the
final analysis. Ensembles of experiments were generated
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with varying nuisance parameter settings, and then the
entire fitting procedure was applied with varying assump-
tions on the ranges of the nuisance parameters in the fit.
It was found that the procedure is very robust against
nuisance parameter assumptions, and that the chance of
mis-interpreting systematic deviations as a signal is low.
As discussed above, the correlation between different
nuisance parameters does not permit a precise determina-
tion of the corresponding physics parameters from the fit.
A nuisance parameter can be absorbed by another free
floating nuisance parameter describing different uncer-
tainties if the influence on the observables is correlated.
Examples are: the uncertainty of quantum efficiency of
optical sensors, which is correlated to the Cherenkov light
yield uncertainty; the effects of the uncertainties in the
cross sections for neutrino-nucleon interactions and muon
energy loss, which are fully absorbed by other parame-
ters. For such cases only a single parameter with the com-
bined uncertainty has been implemented into the analysis
to ensure good numerical stability of the fit.
A summary of all systematic uncertainties and their
implementations is given in Tab. III.
V. RESULTS
A. Likelihood fit results
The two-dimensional distribution of reconstructed
truncated energy loss and zenith angle for the high-purity
experimental neutrino sample is shown in Fig. 7. The
best fit of this distribution as a superposition of the three
neutrino components, astrophysical, prompt atmospheric
and conventional atmospheric (see section III), with the
nuisance parameters allowed to float within constraints
(see Tab. III), is summarized in Tab. IV. The best fit for
the astrophysical component is a flux of
E2νΦ(Eν) = 0.25 · 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, (5)
and the best fit of the prompt atmospheric flux is zero.
The projected distributions of the truncated energy loss
and zenith angle are shown in Fig. 10.
All nuisance parameter best fit values are consistent
with expectations. The correlations between the con-
tinuous signal and nuisance fit parameters are shown
in Fig. 9. Table IV shows statistical errors on the
parameters of the fit, which represent the ranges allowed
by the fit. The statistical error on the signal fit comes
from a full ensemble construction using likelihood ratios.
The statistical errors on the systematic parameters
come from a standard χ2 interpretation of the changes
in likelihood from the minimum. The systematic pulls
are also shown, which indicate how far the nuisance
parameters have moved from their assumed baseline
values. The pion-kaon ratio shows the largest pull, a
13% increase in the kaon contribution from the baseline
assumption. This increase is not statistically significant
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FIG. 9. Correlation coefficients between continuous fit pa-
rameters in the fit of the experimental data. The parame-
ters Na, Np, and Nc are the normalizations of astrophysical,
prompt and conventional atmospheric neutrinos (see Eq. 4).
The other parameters are the continuous nuisance parameters
of the fit, i.e. the optical efficiency , the change in spectral
index ∆γ and the pion-kaon ratio scaling factor R (see section
IV and Tab. III).
and due to the different sensitive energy regions of the
respective analyses, cannot be directly compared to the
studies of the pion-kaon ratio with atmospheric muons
[40].
The fitted non-zero astrophysical signal flux is found
close to the physical boundary. As the fit is constrained
to non-negative signal fluxes, the significance of the like-
lihood ratio was determined using full ensemble construc-
tions. For this, we define a test statistic for the evaluation
of each point a in the signal parameter space by the like-
lihood ratio R. R is defined as the ratio of the likelihood
of best fit signal aˆ and nuisance parameters bˆ and the
likelihood of a fit with signal parameters fixed at a and
best fit nuisance parameters ˆˆb:
R = −2 ln
L
(
a, ˆˆb
)
L
(
aˆ, bˆ
) . (6)
The p-values for each signal hypothesis test can be esti-
mated through a comparison to a distribution of R from
N simulated ensembles and the experimental value Rexp
by the number N of ensemble tests with a larger R value
than the experimental result:
p-value =
N (R > Rexp)
N
. (7)
The hypothesis of zero signal (a = (0, 0)) results in a p-
value of 0.032. This corresponds to a 1-sided significance
of 1.8σ, a rejection at a 96.8% confidence level. Testing a
range of values leads to the 68% confidence level allowed
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TABLE IV. Fit results for the fit parameters from the likelihood analysis. The results for the discrete nuisance parameters
“model of optical ice properties” and “knee of the cosmic-ray spectrum” are those models which return the best likelihood
value during the fit.
fit parameter fit value stat. error on best fit systematic pull
Astrophys. flux [10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1] 0.25 +0.70− 0.20
Prompt flux Np [ERS08 + H3a] 0 +2.41
Optical efficiency  1.00 ±0.01 0σ
Model of optical ice properties SPICE Mie
Conventional flux Nc [HKKMS07 + H3a] 1.05 ±0.02 +0.2σ
Knee of the cosmic-ray spectrum H3a
Change in spectral index ∆γ −0.06 ±0.02 −0.6σ
Pion-kaon ratio scaling factor R 1.13 ±0.10 +1.3σ
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FIG. 10. Truncated energy loss and zenith angle distribution of the final neutrino data sample in comparison to the simulation of
conventional atmospheric neutrinos with default nuisance parameters (green thin line) and the best fit conventional atmospheric
neutrino (blue thick line), the best fit (red solid line) and upper limit astrophysical spectra (red dashed line) and the upper
limit prompt neutrino spectrum (orange long-dashed line).
range for the astrophysical signal of
0.04 ≤ E
2
ν · Φ(Eν)
10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1
≤ 0.94 . (8)
Further, the upper limits on the astrophysical and
prompt atmospheric muon neutrino fluxes were calcu-
lated using the same ensemble method. The upper limits
at 90% confidence level are
E2ν · Φastro(Eν)
10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1
≤ 1.44 . (9)
in the energy range between 34.5 TeV and 36.6 PeV and
Φprompt(Eν) ≤ 3.8 · ΦERS08 + H3a(Eν) (10)
for the baseline model ERS08 + H3a in the energy range
between 2.3 TeV and 360 TeV. The sensitive energy range
of the analysis is defined as the energy range which
achieves a 5% worse sensitivity than the full energy range
if signal pdfs are constrained from the high and low-
energy side respectively. The best-fit and upper-limit
projected distributions of the reconstructed energy loss
and zenith angle are illustrated in Fig. 10. An astrophys-
ical neutrino flux at the level of the best fit would yield
12 signal neutrino events in the final neutrino data sam-
ple, and a flux at the level of the upper limit would yield
71 neutrino events. A flux at the prompt upper limit
would correspond to 346 neutrinos in this data sample,
which can be compared to 91 expected prompt atmo-
spheric neutrinos assuming the ERS08 + H3a model.
B. Limits on an astrophysical E−2 power law flux
Figure 11 compares the upper limit of this analysis
with theoretical flux predictions and limits from other
experiments. For the first time, this search for astro-
physical muon neutrinos with data from the 59-string
IceCube detector achieves a sensitivity at a level about
30% below the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound. However,
the upper flux limit of this analysis is about 40% above
the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound. The limit remains a
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factor of two above the sensitivity of this analysis due to
the observed excess of high-energy events, which causes
a non-zero astrophysical best-fit flux. Therefore, this op-
timistic scenario of highly efficient neutrino production
in optically thin cosmic-ray sources cannot be excluded.
This result lowers the flux limit of the predecessor ex-
periment AMANDA [41] by a factor of five and is a factor
of three below the limit obtained by the ANTARES [42]
experiment. This analysis supercedes the result of the
IceCube 40-string data analysis [12]. The current study
benefited from a number of improvements, in particular,
a more efficient neutrino selection, the inclusion of the
zenith angle into the fit and a more careful modelling of
the primary cosmic-ray spectrum. Furthermore, the pre-
vious analysis overestimated its effective area, leading to
an underestimated limit. The current 59-string analysis
has a substantially higher sensitivity than the 40-string
analysis.
IceCube analyses using the channel of cascade-like sig-
natures have recently also found an excess of high-energy
neutrino events compared to the number expected from
a background of neutrinos of conventional atmospheric
origin. These analyses are mostly sensitive to charged-
current interactions of electron neutrinos and neutral-
current interactions of all neutrino flavors, while the anal-
ysis presented here is sensitive mostly to charged-current
interactions of muon neutrinos. The energy resolution
achieved for contained cascade-like events is better than
for a through-going muon track. However, the separation
of neutrino signal from atmospheric muon background is
more challenging, because of the worse angular resolution
achieved in this channel. This in general leads to much
smaller event samples than in the track-like channel.
Results from a search for cascade-like high-energy
events with the IceCube 40-string detector configura-
tion [10] showed a high-energy excess of events. The
significance of that excess is 2.7σ with respect to the
expectation of conventional atmospheric and prompt at-
mospheric neutrinos. The upper limit derived from
that analysis is an all-flavor flux of E2νΦ(Eν) = 7.46 ·
10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (90% confidence level). Assum-
ing equal mixing of neutrino flavors when arriving at
Earth, that flux is compatible with the best-fit flux and
the upper limit derived in this analysis.
The IceCube collaboration has also reported the ob-
servation of 28 high-energy events found in the search
for high-energy starting events in the IceCube data
taken with the IC79 configuration and the first year of
the full 86-string detector [11]. These 28 events cor-
respond to a 4.1σ excess with respect to atmospheric
background and are interpreted as evidence for an as-
trophysical all-flavor component of E2νΦ(Eν) = 3.6 ±
1.2 · 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 [11]. Of these 28 events,
only 7 events show a clear track-like signature, the other
21 events have the typical spherical shape of cascade-
like events. Assuming again an equal mixing of neu-
trino flavors, the best-fit flux of the high-energy anal-
ysis corresponds to a muon neutrino flux of E2νΦ(Eν) =
1.2 · 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 with a cutoff at 2 PeV. A
fit with an unbroken E−2 signal hypotheses as used in
the analysis presented here, would yield a slightly lower
astrophysical flux normalization. Such a flux level is just
below the upper limit set by the muon neutrino search
presented here. The best fit astrophysical spectral index,
if unconstrained in the fit, is γ = 2.2. The 28 events
predominantly originate from the Southern hemisphere,
while the muon neutrino search presented here is only
performed for events below the horizon with zenith an-
gles greater than 90 degrees.
C. Limits on astrophysical diffuse neutrino fluxes
The experimental data are also compared to various
theoretical diffuse neutrino flux models. Best-fit fluxes
and upper limits on each of these models are given as
a model rejection factor (MRF)[48], the ratio between
the upper-limit flux assuming the shape of the model
prediction and the flux predicted by the model itself. An
MRF less than one implies that the model is rejected by
the measurement at a confidence level of more than 90%.
Models with model rejection factors greater than one are
constrained by this analysis by less than 90% CL. In order
to calculate the MRFs, the baseline signal hypothesis pdf
(see Fig. 6) has been exchanged by the 2-dimensional
energy loss and zenith angle distribution predicted by the
corresponding model and the fit has been repeated. The
best-fit flux for each model is given in Tab. V as the best
fit normalization of the model prediction. The MRFs
given in Tab. V are based on a χ2-approximation around
this best-fit maximum instead of using the computing-
intensive confidence interval construction following the
Feldman-Cousins approach [49].
Three models are excluded by this analysis at 90% CL:
those by Stecker, Mannheim, and the flat spectrum
source model by Becker et al. The upper limit of this
analysis is a factor of 22 above the Waxman-Bahcall
model for GRBs [15, 46]. The analysis presented here
cannot constrain this model, but it has already been
constrained by dedicated GRB searches with IceCube
[50]. There is no sensitivity to the models by Muecke
et al. [47] and the steep spectrum source model from
Becker et al. (BBRI) [45]. This conclusion is drawn from
the fact that the sensitivity to the corresponding model
does not worsen by more than 5% when constraining the
signal pdfs in energy. The reason is that the predicted
steep spectrum of the BBRI model causes a large degen-
eracy between the astrophysical signal flux normalization
and the atmospheric flux and nuisance parameters. The
model by Muecke et al. predicts very low neutino fluxes
in the PeV to EeV energy range, which are beyond the
reach of current experiments.
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FIG. 11. Limit on a (νµ + νµ) astrophysical E
−2 flux from this analysis in comparison to theoretical flux predictions and limits
from other experiments. The black lines show the expected atmospheric neutrino flux with and without a prompt component
(both without the modification of the knee feature). The red dashed line marks the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound [15, 16].
Green dashed lines represent various model predictions for astrophysical neutrino fluxes [15, 43–47]. Horizontal lines show
limits and sensitivities from different experiments [12, 41, 42]. The pink solid line is the 90% CL upper limit of this analysis,
the orange solid line shows its sensitivity.
TABLE V. Model rejection factors and best-fit fluxes in units of the predicted model flux for different theoretical predictions
of (νµ + νµ) astrophysical neutrino fluxes.
model neutrino source
best fit
MRF energy range
[Φmodel (Eν)]
Stecker [43] AGN cores 0.06 0.33 216 TeV to 8.6 PeV
Mannheim [44] jets of radio-loud AGN 0.13 0.86 28 TeV to 2.4 PeV
BBRI [45] steep spectrum FR-II galaxies and blazars 3.77 23.07 overlap with the atmospheric range
BBRII [45] flat spectrum FR-II galaxies and blazars 0.03 0.21 73 TeV to 8.4 PeV
Muecke et al. [47] BL Lac objects 6.83 43.96 PeV to EeV energies
WB GRB [15, 46] gamma-ray bursts 3.74 21.72 84 TeV to 4.3 PeV
D. Limits on prompt atmospheric neutrino fluxes
Constraining the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux is
challenging, because the prompt flux is hard to distin-
guish from the shape of the conventional atmospheric
flux. In this analysis no indications of a prompt signal
are observed. The corresponding upper limit on a prompt
atmospheric neutrino component can be compared to the
results from the AMANDA experiment [41]. Those lim-
its are a factor of seven less constraining than the limits
set by the analysis presented here.
In addition to the limit on the baseline flux ERS08 +
H3a, upper limits are also calculated for other prompt
neutrino flux predictions [8, 13, 14]. The results for the
different models are given in Tab. VI and are shown
in Fig. 12. The shape of all prompt models is very
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FIG. 12. Prompt atmospheric νµ + νµ neutrino fluxes in
comparison to the expected flux of conventional atmospheric
neutrinos (Honda et al. + H3a). Model predictions are repre-
sented by thin lines [8, 13, 14]. The red shaped area marks the
theoretical uncertainty on the prediction of ERS08. Limits for
each model are shown as thick lines in the corresponding line
style and color in the valid energy range between 2.3 TeV and
360 TeV (see Tab. VI). The baseline model used here is the
model ERS08 modified with the cosmic-ray parameterization
by Gaisser et al. and is represented by the thick orange line.
Other models are shown as published.
similar, with the largest difference in their absolute
normalization. For all models, the best fit result for the
prompt neutrino component is zero. The upper limits
for additional prompt flux predictions are calculated
based on the Wilks’ theorem χ2 approximation to the
likelihood ratio distribution and are given in units of
model rejection factors (MRF). All limits are valid in
the energy range between 2.3 TeV and 360 TeV.
The upper limits derived from this analysis are typ-
ically still a factor of 4 to 10 above current prompt
flux calculations based on perturbative QCD (Enberg et
al. [8], Martin et al. [13]). The model rejection factor for
the intrinsic charm model by Bugaev et al. [14] is 0.5.
This means that even a flux as low as 50% of the Bugaev
et al. prediction is excluded by this analysis with 90%
CL.
VI. CONCLUSION
For the search for a diffuse astrophysical flux of νµ+ ν¯µ
a global likelihood fit of the two-dimensional distribution
of measured energy loss and arrival direction of detected
muon neutrino events by IceCube in its 59-string config-
uration was performed. In particular the high neutrino
TABLE VI. Model rejection factors for different theoretical
predictions of prompt atmospheric neutrino fluxes [8, 13, 14].
If not noted otherwise, these models are the original pub-
lished models and have not been modified for a more accu-
rate cosmic-ray flux parameterization. Except for the base-
line model ERS08 with H3a knee, MRFs are based on a χ2-
approximation.
Model MRF
ERS08 + H3a [7, 8] 3.8
ERS08 [8] 4.8
ERS08 (max) [8] 3.8
ERS08 (min) [8] 8.2
MRS03 (GBW) [13] 9.9
MRS03 (MRST) [13] 8.0
MRS03 (KMS) [13] 8.3
BNSZ89 (RQPM) [14] 0.5
BNSZ89 (QGSM) [14] 1.8
purity of the sample and the careful treatment of sys-
tematic uncertainties of the detection method and the
theoretical modeling of background in the fit allowed a
substantial increase in sensitivity compared to earlier Ice-
Cube analyses. With the search presented here, a sensi-
tivity below the Waxman and Bahcall upper bound has
been achieved for the first time by a neutrino telescope.
This search found a high-energy excess of 1.8σ com-
pared to the background scenario of a pure con-
ventional atmospheric model. The corresponding
best-fit astrophysical νµ + νµ flux is E
2
νΦ(Eν) =
0.25 · 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. The 90% confidence
level upper limit on the flux is E2νΦ(Eν) ≤ 1.44 ·
10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. Due to the observed excess of
high-energy events, this limit is slightly above the Wax-
man and Bahcall upper bound.
This analysis also sets constraints on a prompt atmo-
spheric neutrino flux. The limit on a prompt muon neu-
trino contribution to the data sample is Φprompt(Eν) ≤
3.8 · ΦEnberg et al. + H3a(Eν). This limit is still a factor of
4 to 10 above pQCD model predictions [8, 13, 14], but
lowers previous flux constraints by one order of magni-
tude [41]. The intrinsic charm model by Bugaev et al. is
disfavored at a confidence level of more than 90%.
This result is consistent with the excess of high-energy
events found in IceCube analyses searching for cascade-
like signatures: An analysis with the IC40 detector found
an excess of 2.7σ over the atmospheric background [10].
The recently reported evidence for an extraterrestrial
neutrino flux found in a search with IceCube’s IC79 and
first year of IC86 configuration has a significance of 4.1σ.
The upper limits and best-fit fluxes of these analyses are
consistent with the IC59 analysis of track-like events pre-
sented here within their yet large uncertainties.
Future studies in all detection channels will reveal if
the observed excesses can be attributed to an astrophys-
ical neutrino signal. With a runtime of several years, the
full IceCube detector will also improve its sensitivity to
prompt atmospheric neutrinos and reach the sensitivity
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level of current prompt model predictions. The muon
neutrino search presented here will profit from the larger
detector providing higher statistics in particular in the
high-energy region. Since high-energy neutrinos are ab-
sorbed by the Earth, the effective area for the highest-
energy events is largest at the horizon. An extension
of the field of view of the muon neutrino search above
the horizon would increase the analysis sensitivity to an
astrophysical flux. Future muon neutrino searches will
reach the sensitivity to probe the astrophysical diffuse
neutrino flux at the level of the high-energy starting event
analysis reported in Ref. [11].
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Appendix A: Calculation of the neutrino knee
The effect of the knee on the neutrino spectrum is esti-
mated relative to the initial power-law extrapolation by
calculating the ratio of the neutrino flux at energy Eν
from the spectrum with the knee to that obtained from
the power-law extrapolation. The calculation of Ref. [6]
is taken as the default spectrum for the power-law ex-
trapolation. The rescaling factor is given by
ΦνCR(Eν)
ΦHKKMS07ν (Eν)
=
∫
dENΦNCR(EN )
d
dEν
Y (EN , Eν , cos(θ
∗))∫
dENΦN,HKKMS(EN )
d
dEν
Y (EN , Eν , cos(θ∗))
(A1)
where φN,HKKMS(EN ) is the spectrum of nucleons used in
the calculation of Ref. [6] and ΦNCR is the spectrum of
nucleons for a different cosmic-ray flux parameterization,
here Gaisser H3a [7] or poly-gonato (modified) [33]. The
yield of νµ + ν¯µ per nucleon as a function of the neutrino
energy Eν , the nucleon energy EN and the inclination of
the cosmic ray θ∗ is taken as
Y (EN , Eν , cos(θ
∗)) =
∗ν
Eν cos(θ∗)
·
(
EN
AEν
)p(
1− AEν
EN
)q (A2)
where ∗ν = 4.8 GeV, p = 0.76 and q = 5.25.
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FIG. 13. Ratio of the two muon neutrino fluxes calculated
based on the cosmic-ray parameterizations H3a [7] and poly-
gonato (modified) [33] with knee to the standard HKKMS07
muon neutrino flux [6] as a function of energy.
Equation A2 is an adaptation of the approximation
originally proposed by Elbert [51] to approximate the
number of muons per primary nucleon. It is based on air
shower simulations (see e.g. Refs. [52, 53]). It has been
checked that the formula for neutrinos is consistent with
simulations with CORSIKA and SIBYLL over a range
of primary energies. This rescaling method is used to be
able to take advantage of the full range of existing simula-
tions of atmospheric neutrino-induced muons in IceCube.
The rescaling factors are shown in Fig. 13.
Similar correction functions have also been calcu-
lated for the prompt atmospheric neutrino prediction
ERS08 [8]. Since the analytical derivation of a neutrino
yield factor is challenging for prompt neutrinos, the yield
is calculated from air shower simulations using COR-
SIKA [28] with DPMJET [54, 55].
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